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Understanding and Using C PointersO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Improve your programming through a solid understanding of C pointers and memory management. With this practical book, you’ll learn how pointers provide the mechanism to dynamically manipulate memory, enhance support for data structures, and enable access to hardware. Author Richard Reese shows you how to use pointers with...
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Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation ScriptsApress, 2014

	We are visual animals. But before we can see the world in its true splendor, our brains, just like our computers, have to sort and organize raw data, and then transform that data to produce new images of the world. Beginning Python Visualization: Crafting Visual Transformation Scripts, Second Edition discusses turning many types of...
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Introduction to Reversible Computing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2013

	Few books comprehensively cover the software and programming aspects of reversible computing. Filling this gap, Introduction to Reversible Computing offers an expanded view of the field that includes the traditional energy-motivated hardware viewpoint as well as the emerging application-motivated software approach.

...
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Active Java: Object-Oriented Programming for the World Wide WebAddison Wesley, 1996
The past four years have seen a phenomenal rise in interest in the Internet. Tens of millions of users regularly access this network to carry out operations such as browsing through electronic newspapers, downloading bibliographies, participating in news groups and emailing friends and colleagues. The number of applications that are hosted within...
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C# 7.0 Pocket Reference: Instant Help for C# 7.0 ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2017

	
		When you need answers for programming with C# 7.0, this tightly focused reference tells you exactly what you need to know—without long introductions or bloated examples. Easy-to-browse and ideal as a quick reference, this guide will help experienced C#, Java, and C++ programmers get up to speed with the latest version of the C#...
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Learn C++ for Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic programming, then Learn C++ for Game Development lays the foundation for the C++ language and API that you’ll need to build game apps and applications.


	Learn C++ for Game Development will show you how to:

	
		Master C++ features such as...
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Large-Scale Software Architecture: A Practical Guide using UMLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
This book is intended to be a practical guide. Our goal is to be brief. We cover only the essential information to guide software architects in defining the software architecture, providing pointers to further reading in lieu of detailed descriptions of this literature. Ideally, we can help software...
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Ultra-Wideband Communications Systems: Multiband OFDM Approach (Wiley Series in Telecommunications & Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
The only book that provides full coverage of UWB multiband OFDM technology
Ultra-wideband (UWB) has emerged as a technology that offers great promise to satisfy the growing demand for low-cost, high-speed digital networks. The enormous bandwidth available, the potential for high data rates, and the promise for small size and low processing...
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C All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	This book covers everything users need to get up-to-speed on C programming, including advanced topics to take their programming skill to the next level. It walks C programmers through the entire development cycle of a C program - designing and developing the program, writing source code, compiling the code, linking the code to create the...
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MCITP Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-647): Windows Server Enterprise AdministrationMicrosoft Press, 2008
Announcing an all-new SELF-PACED TRAINING KIT designed to help maximize your performance on 70-647, a required exam for the new MicrosoftÂ® Certified IT Professional (MCITP): Enterprise Administrator certification. This 2-in-1 kit includes the official Microsoft study guide, plus practice tests on CD to help assess your skills. It comes...
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Component-Based Software Development: Case Studies (Series on Component-Based Software Development - Vol. 1)World Scientific Publishing, 2004
Component-based software development (CBD) is an emerging discipline that promises to take software engineering into a new era. Building on the achievements of object-oriented software construction, CBD aims to deliver software engineering from a cottage industry into an industrial age for Information Technology, wherein software can be assembled...
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WinRT RevealedApress, 2012


	Windows 8 provides a new and exciting platform for developers. This coming version of Windows promises to

	run on new hardware, such as tablets, as well as existing laptops and desktops. Microsoft has developed a new

	layer for accessing and leveraging system resources, including the operating system services. The new Windows

	Runtime...
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